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1863-1891: The rise

The context. In the Netherlands in 1863, an educational
system and a system of technical education existed, which were hardly connected
to each other. The latter was not yet well-developed, based mainly on evening
education, and had a decentralized character.

Compared to the former period, the option to develop technical education in
relation to primary education was no longer available. The Primary Education Act
of 1857 had not included any subjects with regard to labour. Drawing was added
to the list of subjects as a facultative subject. It did not involve technical drawing
except drawing by hand. Only a number of learn and labour schools existed with
local significance. Furthermore, higher education was no longer a realistic option.
The attempt to relate industrial lectures and schools to the universities had failed.
In 1842, a Royal Academy for Civil Engineers had been established, which was
included in the Secondary Education Act of 1863 as the poly-technical school.

As a consequence, technical education had to manifest itself either as part of
secondary education, or outside the educational system. Both options were
available. The Secondary Education Act of 1863 regulated theoretical education
for specific social classes. It offered citizen day and evening schools, not including
practical education, for the common citizens. Facilities for lower technical
education were developed outside the educational system on private initiative,
namely the schools for design and industry in the evening, and the technical craft
school of the Society for the Working Class during the day. All types of education
aimed at the same group of students, the future craftsmen. The development of the
facilities present at that time, the implementation of the Secondary Education Act,
and the mutual relation between official and private initiatives are examined for
the formation of a system of lower technical daytime education. Before going into
these developments, this section explores the conditioning effects of the
environment, economy and state, and the educational system.

The environment. In the period 1863-1891, the Netherlands changed
significantly in economic and social respect. The use of technology and new
methods for organizing production advanced. Initially, the Dutch economic
development lagged behind the major European countries. However, the lag was
reduced, particularly towards the end of this period. Investments in new
technology, abroad and inland, increased. Steam engines were used more often.
At the end of this period, Dutch economy was well-affected by continental
economy .1)
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The most important national trades were the building and the metal industry.
In the building trade, the contract system expanded. Many new houses had to be
built as a result of population growth. In the metal industry, the construction of
machines advanced, and specialization took place in the various tasks of metal
work . As part of economic growth, the size of factories gradually changed.2)

Formerly, small crafts and trades had been the mainstay of Dutch economy, but
by then production tended to take place on a larger scale . Economic expansion3)

was parallelled by a growth of communication, such as telegraph and cheap daily
newspapers, and by means of transport, such as railways and canals. The decline
of agriculture and the starting expansion of industry led to a migration of people
from the countryside to cities. The urban population grew absolutely and
relatively. In the cities, living conditions were poor and many epidemics occurred.
Progressive physicians and well-to-do citizens stimulated the establishment of
sewage systems and water distribution networks .4)

The poor working and living conditions, the need for better care for workers,
and the fear of social unrest led to attention for the so-called social issue. In 1870,
a national Committee for inquiry into the Social Issue [Comité ter bespreking der
sociale quaestie] was established, consisting of social-liberal industrialists,
politicians, intellectuals, and representatives of the workers movement. The
committee investigated the labour and living conditions of the working class and
advocated legislation. In 1874, an act on child labour was adopted, prohibiting
children under twelve years of age from labour with exception of domestic and
field labour . The social issue was accompanied by the rise of socialism.5)

Movements also arose for universal franchise and women's rights. The
consequence of the social-economic developments was an increase in the need for
technical education, or vocational education in general, both to manage
technological developments and to prevent extreme class antagonisms.

The political structure was relatively stable compared to the social-economic
circumstances. During most of this period, the Constitution of 1848 remained
valid . However, the political structure changed in two respects. First, the relation6)

between the States General, the Government, and King William III became more
pronounced. The King had to grant the Government more competence and
Parliament acquired more rights in relation to the Government. Second, the
suffrage was expanded. Initially, the number of males eligible to vote increased
very slowly. In 1887, the Constitution was revised. The number of parliamentary
seats was determined at 100, just as the number of constituencies. The
requirements for voting rights at elections were eased, leading to more than a
doubling of the number of voters. Nevertheless, at the end of this period little more
than a quarter of the adult men had the right to vote . In terms of Archer, the7)

political structure in the Netherlands remained semi-accessible for most grown-
ups due to the limited suffrage. However, a slow shift took place towards better
representation and more rights for the representative body.

The relations between elites in the political structure changed in three
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respects. First, the parliamentary factions became better organized, and a number
of political parties arose. The first faction to organize itself into a political party
was that of the orthodox Protestants. United by the school issue, the national
organization of Protestant electors associations converted itself into the Anti-
Revolutionary Party [Anti-Revolutionaire Partij, ARP] in 1879, the first modern
political party in the Netherlands . In 1885, the liberal electors' associations8)

formed the Liberal Union [Liberale Unie]. This Union was not as well organized
as the Protestant party . The Catholics had elector associations too, but they were9)

far from a national organization as a result of their regional, episcopal manner of
organization. The conservatives had little form of organization behind them. In
1881, a Social Democrat Union [Sociaal-Demokratische Bond, SDB] was formed,
however, only once was a social democrat chosen in Parliament. Second, the
numerical relations between parliamentary factions changed. The number of
conservative representatives steadily declined during the entire period, while the
number of Liberals showed a steady growth. After the expansion of the suffrage
in 1888, a major growth took place for the denominational parties, the Protestant
and the Catholic, at the cost of Liberals and Conservatives . Finally, new10)

coalitions between factions arose. Formerly, the Protestants and the Catholics had
been principal opponents. The school issue, however, brought them together. As
a result of a mandate from the bishops in 1868, the Catholics had proceeded to
found private Catholic schools. This implied that they followed the same strategy,
and had the same interests as Protestants, namely the foundation of
denominational schools and the struggle for its rights. From this time on, both
factions increasingly became each other's ally in Parliament.

The changes between political elites were accompanied by a number of shifts
in the composition of the Government. As the relation between Parliament and
Government was not yet very close, the composition of the Government was not
always in line with parliamentary relations. The King appointed someone to form
a Government that could co-operate with Parliament. The governments usually
existed of either Conservatives or Liberals, or a mixture of both. Although the
conservatives were a diminishing faction, their role in governments continued for
some time, partly due to internal differences within the Liberal faction. Protestants
belonged to a government only at certain times. As a result of the elections of
1888, the Protestant and Catholic factions jointly acquired a majority in
Parliament for the first time. This majority resulted in the first coalition
government of the two denominational factions.

The educational system. The Dutch educational system experienced
important changes during the period 1863-1891 . The dominant educational11)

issue and, at the same time, the dominant political issue, were the rights and
facilities to provide private, denominational education. After the legislation of
1848 and 1857, a shift had taken place in the school issue. Attempts by orthodox
Protestants and Catholics to give public education a more markedly, although
different religious character, had failed. In practice, public education became even
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more neutral. As a result, private schools with a Protestant or Catholic signature
were founded. To this end, Protestants established private organizations that
aimed at the furtherance of the so-called Schools with the Bible. In 1868, the
bishops had declared that all Catholic children should receive Catholic education

. A child should only be sent to a public school when no Catholic school was in12)

the neighbourhood. As a consequence of the episcopal mandate, more private
Catholic schools were founded. In the school issue, therefore, a shift took place
towards the use of material means instead of political means. The financial base
of private denominational schools was extremely weak. Parents with children at
a private school had to pay twice. As tax payers, they financed the public schools,
and as parents they paid fees to the private school. Resistance against this
inequality grew. Initially, the Protestants proposed that parents who were taxed
double would receive a refund. Later, they shifted their aim towards financial
support for private schools from the Government.

In 1878, a new Primary Education Act was passed by a liberal Government
and parliamentary majority . The act did not suit the denominational groups'13)

demands. Instead, the act raised the material demands of schools. Municipalities
would receive a State contribution to meet these demands for the public schools.
Private schools had to meet the same demands from their own finances. Both
Protestants and Catholics organized a petition to the King, requesting him to
withhold his signature from the act. Due to the King's restricted authority at that
time, the request was in vain, and the act was put into effect. Even though the
financial burden was higher after 1878, paradoxically, the number of private
Protestant and Catholic schools increased more rapidly. The protest movement of
1878 had led to a heightened awareness of the devout masses, and an increased
willingness to pay for denominational schools. The denominational parties refused
to co-operate in constitutional changes as long as the school issue remained
unresolved. The parliamentary majority of the Protestants and Catholics after the
1888 elections was caused by the petty folk that had been engaged in the school
issue. One of the highest priorities of the new denominational Government was
the revision of the Act of 1878. In 1889, a new Primary Education Act was passed
which also provided for a partial State contribution to private schools. This was
made possible by a re-interpretation with Liberal consent of the constitutional
article on education implying that it no longer excluded private schools from State
support. At the end of this period, interaction in the school issue had again shifted
to the use of political means. Around 1890, the issue had resulted in a thin truce
between points of view: one side acceded to State legislation and the priority of
public education, while the other accepted State contributions towards private
schools.

In this period, primary education expanded in two ways. Quantitatively, it
expanded as a result of an increase in the number of schools from 3623 in 1865
to 4258 in 1890 , and a decrease in school non-attendance from 24,3 % of the14)

age group in 1865 to 11,1 % in 1890 . School attendance by children from the15)
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lower classes was stimulated through local encouragements, especially by
departments of the Society for Public Welfare. The Act of 1878 required the
formation of local attendance committees. As non-attendance remained
significant, compulsory education was propagated especially by the Association
for National Education [Vereniging voor Volksonderwijs] . Qualitatively, the16)

level of primary education was raised as a result of the Act of 1878, partly on
request of professional organizations . As the classes became smaller and the17)

minimum teacher salaries were raised, municipal funds were heavily burdened.
The Act of 1878, therefore, regulated that 30 % of the municipalities' costs of
public primary education would be refunded by the State. Contrary to the Act of
1857, the Act of 1878 did not include more extended primary education, however,
this type of education continued to be given at the primary schools . The revised18)

Primary Education Act from 1889 made drawing and physical education
obligatory subjects. The rise of costs as a result of State subsidies to private
schools was compensated by a significant increase in the class size. The act further
regulated that only children of the poor could receive free education, obliging the
municipalities to request school fees from all other children.

Dutch secondary and higher education as it existed from 1863 onwards was
both class and sex-based. Until 1890, these characteristics gradually were affected

. Girls were originally designated to separate secondary schools for girls and19)

excluded from university. In 1871, the first girls were officially permitted to attend
university lectures and local higher citizen schools respectively . The higher20)

citizen school was meant to be final education for children from the (upper)
middle class. Entry to university was reserved for students who had completed the
Latin school. After 1863, access to higher education for students from the higher
citizen school was also aimed at. In 1876, a Higher Education Act was passed that
abolished Latin as the language of instruction at university and provided graduates
from higher citizen schools a conditioned access to a number of academic studies.
At the same time, the act modernized and extended (pre-)academic education .21)

The Latin school was renamed Gymnasium, with a language and a science
department. In addition to the three State universities in Leiden, Groningen and
Utrecht, a municipal university was founded in Amsterdam in 1876. In
Amsterdam too in 1880, the Protestants founded a so-called free university (free
from State supervision) with funds they had raised themselves. The Royal
Academy in Delft was continued into a poly-technical school as part of secondary
education . A State agricultural school was founded in Wageningen in 1876 .22) 23)

The result was that secondary and higher education expanded quantitatively (see
table 4.1) and in its uses, namely as both final education and pre-academic
education .24)
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year University Latin school Higher citizen Higher citizen Secondary girl
/ Gymnasia school (5 year) school (3 year) school

1860 3 / 1235 62 / 1817
1865 3 / 1205 61 / 1214 16 / 1187   2 /    68
1870 3 / 1240 55 / 1128 32 / 2604 11 /   393   1 /    92
1875 3 / 1537 51 / 1260 34 / 2804 15 /   496   9 /   647
1880 5 / 1536 28 / 1718 37 / 3182 18 /   994 12 /   929
1885 5 / 2032 30 / 2295 37 / 3200 23 / 1641 13 / 1200
1890 5 / 2659 29 / 2569 37 / 3521 23 / 1910 12 / 1299

Table 4.1: Number of schools and students
in higher and secondary education 1860-1890

In terms of Archer, the Dutch educational system around 1890 had evolved
in a number of ways, involving a strengthening of all system characteristics.
Unification had increased due to State contribution towards public primary
education in 1878, and private primary education in 1889, and the more detailed
prescriptions for primary education in the law, especially the Act of 1878.
Secondary education was more unified due to an elaboration of formal regulations.
Higher education was also more closely linked to the State as a result of the
Higher Education Act of 1876. Systematization was more pronounced due to
secondary education students starting to enter the universities. Differentiation had
increased quantitatively as participation grew, and qualitatively due to the growth
of private primary denominational schools and private vocational schools.
Specialization had mainly expanded as a result of the various types of vocational
education. On the whole, the educational system had grown, but had kept its
centralized character.

The issues. The situation of technical education around 1863 and the changes
in the political, economical, and educational environment conditioned its further
development. During this period, the need for daytime technical education for
future craftsmen increased. It was doubtful whether this need could be met by
training at the work place. When schooling was considered, both evening and
daytime education were possible. As long as daytime education was preferred, two
options were available to meet the need for technical education: the citizen day
schools and the technical craft schools. The options at the levels of primary and
higher education were no longer available. At the end of this period, a third option
would be presented: the apprenticeship system.

The main issue during this period was the desirability and viability of a
specific type of technical education. The citizen day and evening schools had good
prospectives as they were the intended form of education for common citizens
according to the Act of 1863. These schools depended on the municipalities for
their foundation and maintenance. However, the municipalities had severe
financial burdens in maintaining primary schools and, from 1863 onwards, the
higher citizen schools too. It was insecure whether they were willing and able to
maintain citizen day and evening schools. The technical craft schools had
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originated on private initiative. The craft schools could not count on any State
support as a consequence of prevailing notions that education should only provide
theoretical subjects and that practical exercise belonged to the work place. The
increase of financial municipal obligations stemming from the Secondary
Education Act made it unlikely that municipalities were willing or able to
contribute to private daytime craft schools. The maintenance of such a school,
therefore, would rely on significant private financial contributions. As a result, the
perspectives for daytime vocational education, either in citizen day schools or in
craft schools were not flourishing.

A more specific issue concerned the theoretical contents of courses in relation
to the target group. Both types of daytime education aimed at the future craftsmen.
However, the contents of the courses showed significantly different relations
between theory and practice. The citizen day schools only provided relevant
theoretical daytime education. The technical craft school provided a practical
education in combination with a certain degree of theoretical education. The issue
was also relevant for the choice between daytime and evening education. Theory
and practice could be acquired by the combination of work during the day as well
as school in the evening. Another possible combination with a strong emphasis on
practice could be provided by the apprenticeship system. A second specific issue
was the position of daytime vocational education for future craftsmen in relation
to other types of vocational education, such as evening education, education for
industrial arts and design, and the general subject of drawing.
 Decision making with regard to education would mainly take place in official
political institutions as long as the educational facilities were part of the relatively
centralized State educational system. The use of political power was the most
probable type of activity. As the main school issue concerned denominational,
private primary education, it was unlikely that vocational education was a great
concern to the political groups. Official and private groups had contradictory
interests. The State had ordered the establishment of citizen day schools, while the
establishment of technical craft schools depended on private initiative. The
municipalities had an intermediate position: they were bound by official
regulations on the one hand, and co-operated with local economic groups on the
other. As far as educational institutions were neglected by the legislator, they
depended on private initiative. Private groups were rather contingently related,
and their interests were not complementary in advance. As a result of the
Secondary Education Act, private initiative had to make a great effort to be
successful. As far as private technical craft schools were established, it remained
to be seen whether these schools could be fully maintained by private groups or
whether an appeal for financial support had to be made on public authorities. The
relation between State and private initiative lay, therefore, at the core of the
viability of a specific type of daytime education.

This chapter, contrary to the previous chapter that has given much attention
to evening education as well, emphasizes daytime education and the interactions
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around it, viz. the positions of citizen day schools and technical craft schools, and
their relation.

The interaction. The citizen day and evening schools. The Secondary
Education Act of 1863 required municipalities with at least 10.000 inhabitants to
found and maintain a citizen day and evening school. However, they could request
dispensation for the foundation of a day school in the case of scattered inhabitants,
or when the need for this type of education was provided otherwise. Within a few
years, municipal citizen day schools were founded in five cities: Groningen
(1866), The Hague (1866), Utrecht (1868), Amsterdam (1868), and Leeuwarden
(1868).

In all, 36 municipalities should have founded a citizen day school. The
remaining 31 municipalities requested and were granted dispensation. Usually, the
argument for dispensation was that the need for education had already been
attended to. In twenty cases, the presence of a citizen evening school was deemed
enough ground for dispensation. Four cities received dispensation on grounds of
the presence of an academy for design (Leiden, Rotterdam), an industry and
design school (Den Helder), or a higher citizen school to be founded (Amersfoort).
Seven municipalities were exempted on grounds of scattered population . In25)

1870, Rotterdam was granted permission to support a technical craft school
instead of maintaining a citizen day school. The Government granted the
dispensation for the foundation of a citizen day school for reasons of the presence
of a citizen evening school for a short period only . As no municipality took26)

initiatives after being granted a temporary dispensation, the Government tacitly
made the dispensation permanent, and no longer resisted the fact that
municipalities did not observe the prescribed foundation of citizen day schools .27)

The citizen evening schools were intended to give evening courses in the
same subjects as the citizen day schools. Municipalities were supposed to found
and maintain such schools. Two types of vocational evening education already
existed: the schools for design, mainly supported by the Society for Public
Welfare, and the schools for industry, mainly supported by the Society for
Industry. Often, both types of education received municipal support. The program
of the schools for industry was more extensive than that of the schools for design,
and it resembled the intended program of the citizen evening schools. As a result,
many schools for industry were transformed into citizen evening schools. Schools
for industry gradually disappeared as a separate form of education . Their28)

transformation co-incided with the plea of the Society for Industry in 1861 for
improved financing of these schools, and the conclusion that municipalities should
realize this financing and not the Society. The Society, therefore, was willing to
let the schools for industry be taken over, or replaced by municipal citizen evening
schools. A number of municipalities started a citizen evening school, even though
on the basis of the Secondary Education Act they were not obliged to do so.
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Within a decade after the adoption of the Secondary Education Act, the
desirability and viability of the citizen day schools as a suitable type of education
for future craftsmen was debated. In the early seventies, several organizations or
interested individuals took a stand in this debate. Those who did not approve of
the citizen day schools usually preferred another type of vocational education,
such as the technical craft schools. Alternatives were proposed as well, such as a
revision of the citizen day schools' program, a combination of a craft school with
an evening school, or training at the work place combined with evening education.

Remarkably, the discussion was opened by an inspector of secondary
education. After the adoption of the Act on Secondary Education, three inspectors
had been appointed to supervise the implementation of the act: D.J. Steyn Parvé,
W.C.H. Staring, and J. Bosscha . Steyn Parvé had already reported earlier on the29)

state of secondary education . In 1872, he made an evaluation of both citizen and30)

craft schools. He acknowledged that the 1863 legislator's expectations regarding
the citizen day schools had not been fulfilled. Few day schools were founded, the
then schools were not well attended, and merely by children from the petty class
instead of the lower classes. The prescription of theoretical courses for the
working class were too rigid, and the need for practical education was neglected.
The citizen evening schools were functioning better. Their main problem was the
students' insufficient basic knowledge. This problem could be resolved by
introducing a preparatory class, thus lengthening the course to three years. Steyn
Parvé thought that municipalities had too little asked dispensation for a citizen
school on the basis of sufficient other educational facilities. He had supported the
municipality of Rotterdam in its request for dispensation for reason of founding
a technical craft school . Steyn Parvé adhered to the Minister's view from 186331)

that citizen schools should not contain any practical subjects. However, he used
a practical rather than a principal argument, namely that inserting practical
subjects implied too many costs for municipalities. Instead, the initiative should
be left to private individuals or organizations.

The debate on citizen day schools was also held among professionals. In
1875, the Association of Teachers at Institutions for Secondary Education
[Vereeniging van Leeraren aan inrichtingen van Middelbaar Onderwijs, VLMO],
founded in 1864 after the passage of the Secondary Education Act, asked J.
Zaaijer to present an advice on the question as to whether the craft school or the
citizens day school should be preferred with respect to education of craftsmen. In
his address, Zaaijer pointed at the small number of citizen day schools and their
poor attendance. He advised to give preference to craft schools as their program
suited the needs of the craft class better than did the theoretical program of the
citizen day schools . Subsequently, a discussion in a national magazine between32)

Zaaijer and his opponent, J. Mijers, teacher at the citizen day and evening schools
in Amsterdam followed. Mijers argued the misconception that the lower class
consisted mainly of craftsmen. The citizen day schools, as intended by the
legislator, did not suit the needs of this class. On the other hand, the craft schools
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could only satisfy the need of that part of the class, which was engaged in the
building trade. Therefore, Mijers sought the solution in a revision of the citizen
day and evening schools. The citizen day schools should have a two year course
with a limited number of subjects providing general cultivation. The citizen
evening schools should have three departments, each with a three year course,
namely for commercial trade and correspondence, the building trades, and the
applied and industrial arts. In this way, the citizen day schools would be more
suitable for that part of the class which opted for office jobs .33)

The main external interest groups, the Society for Public Welfare and the
Society for Industry, also took a stand on the issue of citizen day schools. In 1875,
a committee of the Society for Public Welfare published an evaluation of the laws
on primary and secondary education. The committee regarded the citizen day
schools as a failure, as they were too theoretical, and not well-related to the daily
working practice. The committee formulated a proposal for education for the petty
and lower classes. It called for five types of education: three year citizen daytime
schools, evening schools for the lower agricultural class with theoretical
agricultural courses, vocational daytime schools, a few extended vocational
schools, and schools for design. Vocational schools were preferred to the citizen
schools for their relation between theory and practice .34)

In 1875, the Society for Industry addressed the King on the occasion of an
intended revision of the education acts. The Society warned against arrears in the
quality of farmers and craftsmen compared to other countries. The facilities,
available on the basis of the Secondary Education Act, only served the better
classes, and were insufficient for the lower classes. The Society proposed the
obligatory establishment of evening schools for more extended primary education,
to be followed by evening schools with relevant theoretical subjects for crafts and
agriculture for boys, and evening schools with practical subjects for girls. The
schools for boys and girls had to replace the citizen evening schools that the
Secondary Education Act had intended to provide a more extensive program. The
plans of the Society allowed space for daytime craft schools. The Society argued
further for more attention to be given to the applied arts as means of advancing
industry .35)

Most contributions to the debate on the viability of citizen day schools had
been rather critical. Although the critics agreed that the schools were too
theoretical for future craftsmen, they disagreed on the solutions. Some regarded
a reform of the citizen day schools possible. Others entirely disregarded this type
of education, and called for other types of education.

The actual development of the citizen day schools confirmed the criticism.
The five citizen day schools established on the basis of the Secondary Education
Act were not very successful. In 1875, they had 330 students together at the most.
A reduction of school fees had been of no avail. After 1875, the attendance
dropped, and the schools had to close, most of them between 1879 and 1884: the
school in Utrecht in 1879, Groningen in 1882, Amsterdam in 1883, and The
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Hague in 1884. Only the school in Leeuwarden was able to maintain itself until
1904. The reason for the citizen day school's failure was to be found in its
theoretical program. As a theoretical course, it had to compete with more extended
primary education and the higher citizen schools. As a course for future
craftsmen, it had to compete with the craft schools and evening education. It fell
short in either case. The higher citizen schools offered a better program, and the
craft schools and evening education offered better career and financial
perspectives. In Utrecht and Groningen, the citizen day schools were replaced by
a three year higher citizen school. In Amsterdam and The Hague, they were closed
when a (second) technical craft school was founded .36)

During the years of the citizen day schools's decline, some proposals were
offered for its salvation. In 1881, Steyn Parvé called for a transformation of citizen
day schools into higher citizen schools with a three year course . Even in 1885,37)

when most day schools were already closed, both J. Campert and G.A. Scholten
made proposals to adjust the citizen day and evening schools to the boys' need of
practical education . However, all proposals for adjustment of the citizen day38)

schools were in vain. The Government did not take any action to modify the
Secondary Education Act on this point.

The citizen evening schools, mostly transformed schools for industry, were
able to preserve themselves. However, the schools met with difficulty in
maintaining their original program. The link between primary and secondary
education was not optimal. Many students lacked the required basic knowledge to
be able to follow the citizen evening school's program. Their main interest lay in
the drawing lessons. Initially, it seemed that the schools for design were more
popular than the citizen evening schools, and that the evening schools could only
maintain themselves in cities where no school for design existed. In time, the
citizen evening schools were adjusted in two respects. First, the school fees were
reduced. Some schools did not even require any fees at all . Second, the citizen39)

evening schools gradually lowered their standards and adjusted their program to
the needs and capabilities of their students. At the same time, some schools
offered a course longer than the two years prescribed by law. This implied that the
original intention to provide theoretical education relevant to the practice was
abandoned. Around 1870 already, the State had resigned to professional rather
than the theoretical orientation of the citizen evening schools . In effect, the40)

citizen evening schools resembled the former schools for industry more and more
and, furthermore, the differences between schools for design and citizen evening
schools gradually diminished .41)

The schools for design, founded and sustained by the Society for Public
Welfare and other organizations, maintained their position despite the rise of
citizen evening schools. Some schools for design with a more extensive program,
e.g. those in Deventer, Zutphen, Zwolle, and Nijmegen, were closed in favour of
a citizen evening school, or transformed into such a school . Usually, the citizen42)

evening schools were deemed too theoretical and general. At the schools for
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design, only necessary auxiliary subjects, such as geometry and perspective, were
taught besides drawing. The schools appealed to boys who were interested in a
limited supply of courses with great significance to their daily work. When the
citizen evening schools lowered their standards and offered a more limited
educational program, the number of students at the schools for design became
relatively stable . At the end of this period, the schools for design gradually43)

extended their program by including more theoretical subjects. As a result, the
courses of citizen evening schools and schools for design were more alike .44)

The technical craft schools. The technical craft school in Amsterdam, the
only known alternative for citizen day schools as daytime vocational education in
1863, had been an isolated phenomenon at its start. The school was founded by
the Society for the Working Class, an organization of local bosses in Amsterdam.
The school wanted to provide better qualified workers and was, therefore, believed
to be in the interests of the bosses. The school was quite successful. Soon, the
original location was too small. In 1863, and once again in 1868, the school
moved to a greater building. In 1863, a separate evening school was founded for
the sons of the Society's members. The distinct educational provisions for future
workers and future bosses signified the class distinctions still maintained by the
Society . The financial situation of the school was an object of continuing care.45)

In 1863, a school fund was established that enabled sons of the poor to attend the
school. Protectors and benefactors furnished the fund. In 1867, the municipal
subsidy was raised from ƒ 3000,- to ƒ 4000,-. The Society received recognition for
its initiative from several sides. In 1863 and 1864, King William III's son visited
the school. In 1866, the King himself paid a visit, and donated a costly collection
of tools and instruments. The school participated in international exhibitions in
Amsterdam in 1869 and London in 1870, and its exhibit was rewarded on both
occasions . Although the school was initiated by the Society when other groups46)

had abstained, it was not a principal advocate of private initiative. In 1870, the
chairman of the Society could, therefore, declare that technical craft schools
should, in general, be founded and maintained by municipal authorities, possibly
with State and provincial contributions .47)

The Society for Furtherance of Architecture had been the initiating
organization in the development of the first technical craft school, by issuing a
prize contest regarding craft schools in 1857. It remained active in stimulating
craft education, particularly with regard to the building trade. It also played a
significant role in the foundation of a second technical craft school. In 1864, the
Rotterdam department of the Society contacted the local departments of the
Society for Industry and the Society for Public Welfare for the foundation of a
technical craft school. This resulted in the opening of a school in 1870. It had
courses for a variety of crafts. The school was financed by gifts from private
individuals. Moreover, the municipality received permission from the Government
to use the funds that had been destined for a citizen day school for the foundation
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of the craft school .48)

The Society for Industry, which had participated in the foundation of the
technical craft school in Rotterdam, was a major national organization of
industrialists, entrepreneurs, engineers, officials, and politicians, encouraging
industrial development in the Netherlands . In 1865, on the occasion of the49)

Amsterdam technical craft school's success, the Society for Industry decided to
inquire about the desirability of craft schools. The conclusion of the inquiry in
1866 was that the value of these schools was not yet proven, and that more value
was expected from the combination of practice at the work place during the day,
and well-equipped education at a citizen evening school or a school for design in
the evening . In 1871 and 1872 again, the Society discussed the value of craft50)

schools. At that time, the Society's local department already sustained the
technical craft school in Rotterdam. This time, consensus was reached on the
desirability of these schools and the citizen schools' insufficiency. In 1872, the
Society decided to give a subsidy to a technical craft school in Arnhem, and to
send an address to the Minister requesting the establishment of craft education by
the State, linked to the citizen day and evening schools. The Society argued that
smaller towns also wanted to educate their future workers, but lacked the means
to do so . In 1874, the Society for Industry requested attention to be given to51)

industrial education for girls as well, and invited its departments to promote the
foundation of schools for girls . In 1874 again, the Society requested information52)

from its departments on the presence or initiatives for craft schools, implying that
the Society's departments were engaged in the foundation and maintenance of
such schools. In 1875, the Society's secretary, F.W. van Eeden, published the
results of this inquiry. At that time, five technical craft schools existed in the
Netherlands, and two were in preparation. Van Eeden concluded that the existing
schools presented a good example, and expressed the view that craft schools
should appear in many more places, and become the centre of an army of well-
qualified craftsmen .53)

Table 4.2 presents the dates and places of all technical craft schools founded
until 1877 and their constituting organizations as far as known . The major54)

constituting organizations were local organizations of bosses, such as the Society
for the Working Class in Amsterdam and an Association of Industrialists and
Bosses in Groningen, local organizations of workers, the municipality (mun.), and
departments of national private organizations such as the Society for Industry (S
f I), the Society for Architecture (S f A), the Society for Public Welfare (S f P W)
and the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry (A M C I).
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year place region local S f I S f A S f P W A M C I mun.

1861 Amsterdam W x
1870 Rotterdam W x x x
1872 Groningen N x
1872 The Hague W x
1874 Arnhem E x x x
1876 Goes SW x
1877 Utrecht M x x x x
1877 's Hertogenbosch S x

Table 4.2: Year, place, and organizations
constituting technical craft schools, 1861-1877

At first, the Society for Public Welfare had a negative attitude towards craft
schools. It preferred drawing education, particularly in primary education, and at
the schools and academies for design. In 1875, the Society's committee for
evaluation of the education acts spoke out favourably on vocational schools, as it
considered the relation between theory, especially drawing, and the working
practice to be significant . The Society's departments had been engaged in the55)

foundation of technical craft schools in Rotterdam and Arnhem. After the
committee's report, the Society abandoned its original negative stand on craft
schools, and more departments participated in the foundation of these schools.

The Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry, founded in 1851 and
consisting mainly of industrialists and entrepreneurs, aimed at promoting
technological development. To this end, it supported both craft education and the
apprenticeship system, and organized exhibitions of products . Previously, the56)

Association had supported some schools for industry. During this period, the
Association took more interest in the training and education of young craftsmen.
In 1870, the National Board of the Association made an inquiry among its
departments to establish the material and moral situation of workers.
Improvement of their situation was supposed to be realized through the
individualization of rewards and the classification of workers to skills. The
necessary increase of craft qualifications could be realized in craft schools. The
Association, therefore, had a double purpose in supporting craft schools: better
qualified workers and control of labour relations . The Association's local57)

department was the sole initiator of the technical craft school founded in 1872 in
The Hague, after the example of the schools in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The
school received gifts from private parties and contributions from the municipality,
the province, and the King .58)

In general, the municipalities were hesitant or reluctant to support any form
of daytime craft education at first. However, the larger municipalities such as
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague gradually were willing to support craft
schools. Later, other municipalities also stimulated vocational daytime education,
e.g. by donating a certain amount annually, or by holding a building available for
the school. The municipality was the founding authority in the case of the
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technical craft school in 's Hertogenbosch.
The foundation of technical craft schools was accompanied by a discussion

on their viability. An important issue in this discussion was the relation between
practice and theory. A first, very critical article on technical craft schools was
published in 1872 by W.R. Boer, presumably a member of the Utrecht department
of the Association of Manufactural and Craft Industry . Although Boer59)

acknowledged the lack of professional education in the Secondary Education Act,
he did not regard technical craft schools as the solution. Boer mentioned several
objections. First, technical craft schools were not accessible to all young people,
as these schools only offered education for a limited number of trades. Second,
such schools were too costly due to the instruments and materials needed for
practical education, and the need for good teachers. Third, the products made at
school presented a problem. Sale of products was unfair competition to craftsmen,
however, these products had to be disposed of somehow or other. Finally, Boer
proposed that the technical craft schools did not train for future craftsmen but
future bosses and supervisors. Therefore, the need for professional education for
boys continued. Boer sought the solution in a sort of apprenticeship system. Boer's
objections would frequently be repeated in other publications.

Boer's alternative, training at the work place, was, however, criticized by the
inspector Steyn Parvé. In his 1872 article, Steyn Parvé stated that work places
were not suitable for training, and that this training could not be combined very
good with theoretical courses. According to him, craft education had the following
clear advantages compared to training at the work place. The combination of work
during the day and education during the night was often too wearisome,
vocational education in a school was given by qualified personnel, appropriate
appliances were at hand, and the institution was organized according to the
students' needs instead of those of the trade. The disadvantages of craft schools,
such as the privilege of selected crafts, the destination of products made at school,
and the costs of this type of education, could be met by linking craft education to
citizen day schools. In conclusion, Steyn Parvé subscribed craft education as long
as it contained both theoretical and practical subjects .60)

The director of the The Hague technical craft school, H.L. Boersma, regularly
published articles on vocational education in favour of craft schools . In 1873,61)

Boersma criticized citizen day and evening schools for the little attention they
gave to drawing education. On the other hand, he criticized training at the work
place as being inappropriate. He preferred craft schools, therefore, in which theory
and practice could be well related, or practical craft schools combined with
theoretical secondary evening education. Furthermore, he argued for better
regulation of the subject of drawing . In 1875, Boersma made another appeal for62)

the craft schools, discussing their merits and disputing other's criticism of them
.63)

In the eighties, the debate on technical craft schools no longer concerned its
viability, but rather the constitution of its courses. The relation between theory and
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practice was a particular point of consideration. Several craft schools combined
theory and practice into one course, others only had a mainly practical course. In
an article from 1880, Zaaijer preferred combined theoretical and practical
vocational schools to practical vocational ones . In 1882, Boersma, favoured a64)

combination of theoretical and practical craft education, and advised the practical
oriented craft schools to seek co-operation with the local citizen evening school.
He suggested that a revised Secondary Education Act could improve the financial
situation of craft schools as they saved costs made otherwise by citizen day schools

. Another contribution to the discussion was that from P.N. Muller in 1882 who65)

argued for simple technical craft schools . Both in the debate and in the actual66)

development, a tendency occurred towards combination of theoretical and
practical education, preferably in one school and otherwise in a combination of a
practical daytime craft school and theoretical citizen evening school.

Although the debate on craft schools had started with a very critical
contribution from Boer, later contributions had been rather favourable. The most
significant objections were the high costs, the small number of crafts that could
be taught, and the small number of boys who could attend such education. The
main advantages of technical craft schools were the combination of theoretical and
practical education and its educational setting. These advantages were relative to
the options of theoretical education in citizen day or evening schools, practical
education at the work place, or a combination of both. In time, craft schools with
both practical and theoretical education were preferred.

In the eighties, the technical craft schools continued to expand. Table 4.3
presents the dates and places of ten technical craft schools founded during that
decade and their constituting organizations as far as known .67)

year place region local S f I S f P W A M C I mun.

1881 Leeuwarden N x x x
1881 Middelburg SW x x
1882 Zwolle E ?
1883 Zierikzee SW ?
1883 Leiden W x x x
1883 Dordrecht W x x x x
1884 Amsterdam 2 W x
1886 Breda S x
1887 Gorinchem W ?
1889 Bodegraven W ?

Table 4.3: Year, place, and organizations
constituting technical craft schools, 1881-1889

The second technical craft school in Amsterdam was also founded by the
Society for the Working Class. This school was necessary to provide for the
approximately 80 students that could not be admitted, due to the first school's
capacity problems in the early eighties. The Society proposed the municipality to
close the local citizen day and evening school, and to allow the Society a second
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technical craft school in its building. The board of the Society received support
from the Inspector of secondary education Steyn Parvé. The Minister was asked
to provide a subsidy. The municipality agreed to the proposal. The citizen day
school was closed in 1883, and the municipality donated funds to rebuild the
school building. However, no financial support was given by the State . The two68)

schools took on a division of labour: the first school was mainly concerned with
woodwork, the second school with metalwork. Around 1890, the Society for the
Working Class had financial problems itself. Its close relation with the schools
became a point of dispute, which was solved by the foundation of a separate
association of the Society only concerned with craft education.

Other forms of vocational education. The rise of craft schools took place
amidst the development of other types of vocational education. This paragraph
discusses vocational schools for girls, higher forms of vocational education,
education in drawing, and education in applied arts.

The rise of technical craft schools for boys was followed by the establishment
of craft schools for girls. In 1865, the Society for Public Welfare founded an
industrial school for girls in Amsterdam. Besides primary school subjects, the
school provided the subjects of drawing, regular and art needlework, boarding,
and lace making. The same type of school would be founded in Arnhem (1873),
The Hague (1876), and Rotterdam (1884). These schools were aimed at girls from
the lower middle class. In 1887 in The Hague, a cooking school was established
for girls from the upper middle class . So, contrary to the citizen day schools,69)

craft schools for both boys and girls succeeded as a type of daytime vocational
education.

The success of craft schools raised the question as to the relation between
lower vocational education and higher forms of vocational education. This
distinction had only been informal for daytime schools in 1863. At that time, three
day schools existed with a higher educational level than craft schools: the institute
for trade in Amsterdam, an industrial school in Utrecht, and the Royal Academy
for civil engineers in Delft. The first school was closed in 1866 after the death of
its initiator and director Sarphati. This type of education was prolonged in a
higher citizen school. The second school was closed in 1866 with the foundation
of a higher citizen school . The Royal Academy was transformed into a poly-70)

technical school in 1863. Evening education was more formally distinguished
according to level. Evening education at a higher level existed at the academies
for design and the Royal Academy in Amsterdam. In 1870, the Royal Academy
in Amsterdam was re-organized into the State Academy of arts for design. It only
took on higher design education and, consequently, abandoned its courses on
architecture. The re-organization of the Academy meant a final break between
industrial education for the fine arts and practical arts or crafts. Conform to its
objectives, the Academy had to offer a course for future drawing teachers. This
aim failed, however . Most of the former academies for design continued to71)
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exist. Academies were still present in Rotterdam, Leiden, 's Hertogenbosch,
Groningen, and The Hague. In 1879, a State subsidy of ƒ 15.000,- was awarded
to the schools and academies for design . The academies usually had a more72)

extensive program than the ordinary schools for design or citizen evening schools.
Consequently, a distinction according to level continued to exist with regard to
education for design, particularly during the evening. No relation existed between
the daytime schools, the academies in Delft and Amsterdam, and the technical
craft schools, and hardly any relation between evening and daytime schools.

Education in drawing was the major subject at the schools and academies for
design. It was also an important subject at the technical craft schools. Drawing
education was a matter of interest to many groups and individuals, among them
the Society for Architecture, the Society for Public Welfare, and inspectors of
education, as it was regarded the best foundation for industrial arts and labour. In
the beginning of the 1870's, the Society for Architecture appointed a committee
to judge the state of drawing education. The committee gathered information on
both citizen schools and schools for design. It concluded that drawing education
was inadequate in more than half of these schools. By way of an explanation, it
pointed to the absence of State support and the lack of qualified teachers.
Although the committee wanted to respect the freedom of arts, it pleaded for
national initiatives, such as annual exhibitions and a national State supervisor for
all education in drawing, the arts, and technique . The Society for Public73)

Welfare encouraged drawing education for the development of an aesthetic sense
contributing to civilization. In this, the practice of drawing from geometric models
was placed first and foremost. In 1875, the Society's committee for evaluation of
the education acts proposed that next to elementary geometry drawing should
become a compulsory subject in primary education, and that a normal school for
drawing teachers should be established . In 1877, the inspectors of secondary74)

education made a report on the state of drawing as a subject, on the occasion of an
exhibition on products of applied arts organized by the Amsterdam department of
the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry. Hereupon, a State
Committee was appointed to inquire and report on the state of industrial arts in
the Netherlands . In 1878, the Committee published its report. It concluded that75)

the art of industrial decoration had almost vanished. The main causes were the
lack of co-operation between industrialists and artisans and the artisans' lack of
education. The main solution was improvement of drawing education. The
Committee argued that drawing should become a compulsory subject in primary
education. With regard to secondary education, the Committee did not expect that
improving the citizen schools and schools for design would lead to adequate
drawing education for industrial arts. Therefore, it argued for separate schools for
industrial arts. Finally, the Committee proposed the establishment of a central
institution for industrial arts, as a school for artisans, a place of training for
drawing teachers, and a museum for applied arts . The recommendations were76)

not entirely followed. A State normal school for drawing teachers was established
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in 1881 in Amsterdam. The school took over the task of examining drawing
teachers from the Academy of arts for design . Only after the revision of the77)

Primary Education Act in 1889 was drawing added to the list of subjects at the
primary school. Separate secondary schools for industrial arts were never realized.

Besides drawing education, the State Committee had asked attention to be
given to vocational education in the applied arts in-between drawing and technical
education. Several private organizations had already expressed the same opinion.
In an address to the King in 1875, the Society for Industry had pleaded for more
attention to be given to applied arts as means of advancing industry .78)

Furthermore, the Society had taken some initiatives. In 1877, it opened a museum
for applied arts and, in 1879, the Amsterdam department of the Society had a
prominent role in the realization of a design school for applied arts . In79)

Amsterdam in 1881, an existing school for design of the Association of
Manufactural and Craft Industry was transformed into a design school for applied
arts and crafts . This school was supported by the State. The Association co-80)

operated with the Society for Industry and the Society for Public Welfare in
promoting applied arts .81)

As a result, vocational education at a higher level had expanded with some
new or revised schools around 1880. Primarily, these schools provided evening
education. Several institutions for drawing education or applied arts received State
subsidy. All in all, in the eighties, the State supported financially several
institutions aiming at professional education on the middle or higher level of
vocational education, namely the poly-technical school in Delft, the agricultural
school in Wageningen, the State Academy of arts for design in Amsterdam, the
normal school for design and drawing in Amsterdam, and the design school for
applied arts and crafts in Amsterdam. The contradiction with the absence of State
support for the craft schools at the lower level was very clear.

The apprenticeship system. Besides the citizen day schools, another type of
daytime vocational training was presented as an alternative for the technical craft
schools. This alternative was the apprenticeship system: a system in which patron
and apprentice had a contract or indenture obliging the patron to teach the
apprentice a craft, and the apprentice to participate in the labour at the work place.
The alternative of the apprenticeship system was already mentioned by Boer in
1872. In the eighties, it became a major point of interest amongst groups, such as
the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry and workers associations .82)

In 1881, the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry set up a
committee with representatives from the Association, the Society for Public
Welfare, the Society for Industry, and the General Dutch Workers Association.
The committee had to examine how education of future workers in industry and
crafts could be improved. The committee's report was published in 1884. It
recommended the regulation of the relation between patron and apprentice in a
settlement. The committee preferred a settlement by law to private settlements
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between patrons and workers as the best guarantee for a wide adoption. To this
end, it proposed a draft for a law on apprenticeships .83)

The Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry was the most involved
party of four organizations participating in the report. Although the Association
supported the establishment of technical craft schools, it did not promote this type
of vocational education wholeheartedly. In 1881 and 1882, J.Th. Mouton, one of
its leading members, expressed some reluctance towards the educational facilities
available for future craftsmen. He argued that most boys did not receive any craft
education. The citizen day schools postponed the time of earning, and had proved
to be a failure. The citizen evening schools were too theoretical, and were
outfavoured by schools for design. Most schools for design were deemed
satisfactory, although they lacked supervision with respect to work practice and
were hardly suitable as vocational education. The craft schools were too expensive,
only taught a limited number of crafts, had few students, and a high drop-out rate.
As a solution, Mouton preferred the regulation of the student patron relation in
indentures in an apprenticeship system . In practice, the Association stimulated84)

both craft education and the apprenticeship system.
The Society for Industry and the Society for Public Welfare had co-operated

in the report, but did not take a stand of their own. Presumably, these
organizations which had previously promoted technical craft schools, did not
regard the apprenticeship system as an alternative for the technical craft schools,
but rather as a facility for a different group of boys. As a majority of the young
people did not attend daytime education and were also not expected to do so
either, the system of apprenticeship was seen as a necessity .85)

The issue of the apprenticeship system was of more concern to workers
associations. The General Dutch Workers Association [Algemeen Nederlandsch
Werklieden-Verbond, ANWV], which had co-operated in the report on the
apprenticeship system, was the first workers' organization to become active in
vocational education. The Association, founded in 1871, was a liberally oriented
organization of local workers' associations that argued for co-operation between
workers and bosses . As far as the Association was concerned with education,86)

its priority was on primary education, and first and foremost on compulsory
education. With regard to vocational education, it supported both craft schools and
the apprenticeship system. In 1875, the Association declared itself in favour of the
foundation of craft schools, and its board was authorized to request municipal
councils to found such schools. However, it did not take any action on the national
level, but left further steps to its local associations . The foundation of technical87)

craft schools in Leeuwarden and Dordrecht was supported by a local association
affiliated with the Association and the local department of the Association
respectively . In 1878, the Association addressed Parliament on the occasion of88)

the new Act on Primary Education. It stressed compulsory free education and
regulation of preparatory, repetition, and extended education. As part of extended
education, it argued for compulsory education, consisting of vocational subjects,
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and to be established by the State or municipalities . In 1879, at the revision of89)

its regulations, the Association proposed the following objectives: a regulation of
the apprenticeship system, compulsory free daytime education until the age of 14
and evening education until the age of 16, and agricultural, commercial trade, and
industrial education to be provided for by the State . Although the Association90)

often discussed vocational education and the apprenticeship system, it did not take
any action with regard to these points besides participating in the committee
initiated by the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry.

Workers' associations did not agree fully on vocational education.
Patrimonium, a national Protestant workers' association founded in 1876, aimed
at the furtherance of theoretical and practical vocational education especially for
the children of its members . Patrimonium hardly took any steps to realise this91)

goal. On the contrary, after discussing the necessity of a better organization of
craft schools in 1889 at its annual meeting, Patrimonium spoke out its disapproval
of some craft schools as they competed with the workers . In 1890, the annual92)

meeting authorized Patrimonium's board to establish a committee for an inquiry
into the then craft schools, and the publication of a report in which this education
was regulated along steady lines, and related to the apprenticeship system . In93)

1891, after the presentation of the report, the annual meeting of Patrimonium
declared itself unqualified to speak out on this point, due to a lack of consensus
on craft schools and the apprenticeship system . Although both the General94)

Dutch Workers Association and Patrimonium sympathized with the idea of the
apprenticeship system, partly as a result of the limitations of craft schools, the
workers' associations lacked the means and the preoccupation for actual
initiatives.

The various views on the desired form of vocational daytime education were
debated at a congress on craft education, organized by the Society for Industry in
1891, and accompanied by an exhibition of objects manufactured at craft schools.
The congress was attended by industrialists, politicians, board members, directors,
and teachers of craft schools. The congress dealt with the destination of objects
made at school, accessibility of craft schools, courses to be given at these schools,
the system of apprenticeship, and the regulation and financing of craft education
by the State. The congress concluded that in the building trades, the system of
apprenticeship should only be an addition to the training in craft schools.
Furthermore, the congress argued for subsidies from the State, provinces, and the
municipalities to support the private initiatives for craft schools. The participants
were hesitant towards State regulations hindering private initiative. In the end,
they argued for legal provisions albeit on the condition that freedom for local
private initiatives is guaranteed .95)

The apprenticeship system was favoured mostly by large industrialists and
industrial workers . The system already existed in other countries. One of the96)

few actual initiatives in the Netherlands was an apprenticeship system at the
Dutch Iron Railway Company [Hollandsche Spoorwegmaatschappij]. The system
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was still rather an idea than a realistic alternative.

The role of the State. Although the State held itself aloof from vocational
education, its role was a point of debate. In 1872, the Society for Industry had
requested State support for the establishment of technical craft schools. In 1873,
the Liberal Minister J.H. Geertsema formulated the Government's stand on craft
schools in answer to this request, based on advice of one of his inspectors,
presumably Steyn Parvé . The Minister stated that difference of opinion existed97)

with regard to the desirability of craft schools, and that in any case foundation of
such schools by the State was unlawful and inadvisable. It was unlawful as, in
1863, Parliament had only agreed to theoretical subjects as part of the citizen
schools. The Secondary Education Act did not provide for the possibility of State
subsidy to craft education either. It was inadvisable, because all trades might
expect support from the State. Furthermore, the students' products from a craft
school presented a problem. The Minister found it desirable that such schools be
founded and maintained by private organizations or individuals, possibly
subsidized by the municipality and the province . Principally, the Government's98)

position had not changed compared to 1863. However, the craft schools were
allowed and even stimulated to request for financial support from the lower
authorities.

The Minister's stand did not silence the call for a more stimulating role of the
State. Several individuals were convinced of the value of craft schools to such an
extent that they proposed their foundation and maintenance by the State or at least
the regulation of these schools in the form of a law. One of the first people to
express this view was J.J. Hahn who had been involved in the foundation of the
technical craft school in Groningen. In an 1874 article, Hahn argued for the
introduction of State craft schools as the State had a responsibility towards
industry and trade, and, therefore, towards the education of craftsmen. As the
Minister rejected such a responsibility, Hahn argued for the establishment of
practical craft schools obliging students to visit the local citizen evening school
for the theoretical subjects, the same suggestion Boersma had made in 1873 . In99)

1875, in his address on citizen day schools, Zaaijer also found State support for
craft schools desirable, as they suited the general interest, accommodated a
demand, and because private initiative was inadequate . The call for formal100)

regulation was also heard from teachers. In 1881, a further obscure Association
of Teachers of Technical Craft Schools called on the board of the Society for the
Working Class to receive co-operation for legal regulation of technical craft
education .101)

In 1881, several Members of Parliament asked for a revision of the Secondary
Education Act. In reaction to this, Minister W. Six deemed such a revision
desirable as well. Steyn Parvé discussed the reasons in favour of revision, and
added some reasons of his own . He pleaded for a better regulation of the102)

education for craftsmen. Besides a transformation of citizen day schools into
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higher citizen schools, Steyn Parvé proposed that vocational schools, such as the
schools for design and industry and particularly the technical craft schools, should
be regulated, and their foundation and maintenance should be supported by the
State. The regulations should concern education itself and the teaching
qualifications. No revision of the act took place at that time, presumably due to the
dominance of the private school issue in primary education and a lack of
agreement on the desired changes.

A significant contribution towards the call for legislation came from the
Society for Architecture. This Society, which had supported vocational daytime
education on a number of previous occasions, was mainly concerned with the
improvement of drawing education, partly in relation to applied arts. Daytime
vocational education was seen as one of the means to improve craftsmanship,
however, not the only one. Improvement of evening education was also seen as a
means, in combination with training at the work place. In 1884, in a lecture for
the general assembly of the Society, W.C. Metzelaar berated actual vocational
education: it taught a limited number of crafts, it only reached the more able
youth, parents did not want to miss the income gained from their sons' labour, the
costs of maintenance of the schools were high, and the artefacts made at school
represented a problem. Metzelaar argued for the refinement of drawing education
in combination with education at the work place .103)

In 1885, the Society for Architecture established a committee to investigate
the demands that should be posed to arrive at a good regulation of craft education
for craftsmen in the building trades. The unanimous answer of the committee,
with architects P.J.H. Cuypers and Metzelaar as chairman and secretary, was
adopted by the Society's board in 1886 . The committee emphasized the104)

necessity of good craftsmen for the building and other trades. It called for action
from the Government by means of an act on craft education. The act should
regulate both evening and day schools. The day schools should combine
theoretical and practical lessons. Day schools were needed in the larger cities in
which the work place had changed so much that it could no longer provide an
adequate training. Day schools should be established in all municipalities with
more than 30.000 citizens. The evening schools should only contain the
theoretical subjects and leave the practical exercise to the work place. Evening
schools should be established in municipalities with more than 8.000 citizens.
Evening schools were aimed at those who needed income from daytime labour.
Furthermore, the evening schools could provide courses for more crafts than could
the day schools. As long as they were not covered by private parties, the costs of
the schools should be divided evenly between State and municipality. The
committee found State support reasonable, compared to the full or near full
support of secondary education for the higher classes and the higher forms of
professional education. Craft education should be part of secondary education. A
separate inspector for craft education should supervise all schools. The duration
of courses at day schools should be three years and at evening schools three to six
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years. The committee proposed the following subjects: drawing, line drawing,
calculation, written and oral presentation, knowledge of raw and building
materials, tools and instruments, craft drawing, and clay-modelling. All subjects
should be related to the particular craft. Extensive craft practice should also be
exercised at day schools. The committee even supplied time tables for the lessons.
At evening schools, 15 lessons were to be supplied each week. The first two years
were common, and contained the most general subjects and basic craft drawing.
The number of additional years varied from one (for brick-, lead and sink
workers), two (for masonry and plastering), and three (for carpentry, smithery,
cabinet-making, painting), to four (for engineers). The committee proposed to
make education in carpentry, brick-work, smithery, and painting compulsory at
all evening and day schools. At the day schools, the same subjects should be
provided for 15 weekly lessons at the most, supplemented by 30 to 36 weekly
lessons in practical exercises.

In a leaflet of the Liberal Union from 1887, Zaaijer presented his ideas on
State interference with vocational education. Emanating from the social situation
and public opinion, he wanted to omit the citizen day schools from the Secondary
Education Act. Instead, he proposed two types of schools: winter evening schools
for the majority of young people and day schools for the minority who requested
professional education. The evening schools were a mixture of the citizen evening
schools and the schools for design. The contents of the courses should concur with
the needs of the young people, namely drawing in relation to technology. The day
schools should be the craft schools preferably with combined theoretical and
practical courses. Zaaijer pleaded explicitly for State support for these schools for
the reasons of the general interest, the need for this kind of education, and the
insufficiency of private initiative. In this, he spoke in favour of the report of the
committee of the Society for Architecture. Finally, Zaaijer argued for articles on
apprenticeship, and their regulation by law .105)

The support for technical craft schools from private groups and the actual
spread of these schools was extended to a call for State initiatives, either by State
schools, revision of the Secondary Education Act, or a separate act. The 1886
report of the Society for Architecture was a significant step towards formal
recognition of craft education. The Government had refrained from support for a
long time. The requests for State support called for an official reaction.

The parliamentary debate. Although several organizations and persons had
called for State support, or even legislation for vocational schools, the Government
and Parliament were hesitant on this point. From the four main political factions,
only the Liberals and Protestants had taken a stand on vocational education at
certain times. At first, the Liberals had taken a reserved stand. In 1863, the
Liberal foreman Thorbecke had been responsible for the general character of
secondary education, and the exclusion of profession oriented education. Ten years
later, another Liberal Minister, Geertsema, also refuted State support for
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vocational education in response to the address of the Society for Industry. In the
period 1877-1879, a liberal Government was headed by J. Kappeyne van Copello
who, as a member of the Association for Manufactural and Craft Industry, had
been active in the foundation of the technical craft school in The Hague .106)

Although he had received a position of political power, Kappeyne van Copello did
not take any steps towards State support or regulation of vocational education.
Instead, the revision of the primary education act received priority. The same
resulted for politician J. Heemskerk, originally a Liberal and later a Conservative.
In 1863, Heemskerk had argued for more professional education as part of
secondary education. He had also been active in the foundation of the technical
craft school in The Hague. Heemskerk was Prime-Minister between 1874-1877
and 1883-1888. During these periods, no initiatives towards vocational education
were taken by the Government.

At the end of the eighties, the political conditions for discussing vocational
education changed. First, in 1887, a new interpretation of the education article
had come up in the parliamentary discussion on the Constitution. The Liberals did
not want to change this article in favour of private primary schools, as requested
by the denominational parties. However, they made a concession. They re-
interpreted the Constitution in such a way that State subsidy was possible in other
cases than provided by the law as with public primary schools, secondary schools,
and schools initiated by the State for their national significance. In other words,
State subsidy was possible as long as regulations did not prevent the State to give
support. In 1889, this view allowed for State subsidy towards private primary
schools. The argument, however, was just as valid for the craft schools which were
also usually private. Therefore, all legal restrictions on State subsidy for technical
craft schools had disappeared. Second, in 1888, a Government of Protestant and
Catholic ministers was formed and the Liberals were placed in the opposition. The
Government was headed by the Protestant A. MacKay. In 1871, MacKay,
parliamentarian at the time, had called the Minister's attention in vain to the
desirability of the establishment of craft schools. As Prime Minister, MacKay had
the opportunity for a new course of action, however, he did not take any initiative

. Third, a number of new Liberal parliamentarians had been elected during the107)

1888 elections, such as B.H. Heldt, chairman of the General Dutch Workers
Association, and A. Kerdijk, secretary of the Society for Public Welfare, who had
a pronounced view on vocational education. Two years earlier, Zaaijer had already
been elected in Parliament. Due to their role in the opposition and the composition
of their faction, the Liberals took a more active stand on vocational education.

In 1888 already, Members of Parliament, among them Heldt and Kerdijk,
argued for State regulation of vocational schools. Minister MacKay answered that
he regarded it premature to regulate vocational education in legal terms and that
he gave priority to the revision of the Act on Primary Education. On the other
hand, he was willing to conduct an inquiry and support local institutions . In108)

1889, Heldt and Zaaijer once again asked support from the Government. This
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time, MacKay also preferred the subsidy system to State regulation . A year109)

later, a new Protestant Minister, A.F. de Savornin Lohman, had been appointed
as a result of an internal change in the Government. When asked, De Savornin
Lohman repeated that the Government found craft schools useful, but that they
should not be regulated by the State. However, the possibility was left open to
support schools already sustained by private organizations, municipalities, and
provinces. He admitted that the Act on Secondary Education had failed with
regard to vocational education .110)

In 1891 once again, a new Minister was responsible. The elections of 1891
had resulted in a Liberal majority and a liberal Government, with J.P.R. Tak van
Poortvliet as the most influential member and Minister of the Interior. No subsidy
for technical craft schools was mentioned in the proposed State budget for 1892.
Members of Parliament reacted strongly. They referred to previous parliamentary
discussions, and suggested that the former Minister already had plans for State
subsidies. Due to lack of financial support, the then schools had to exclude
students, or had to limit the subjects to be taught. These parliamentarians
demanded general rules for granting subsidies to private or municipal schools.
This view was not unopposed. Other members stated that most labourers did not
attend craft schools, and only received training at the work place. Instead of
support for craft schools, they asked for regulations to promote the system of
apprenticeship . In his answer to comments of parliamentary members, Tak van111)

Poortvliet agreed to take immediate steps. He disregarded legislation of vocational
education, fearing special legislation for parts of secondary education. He did not
want to regulate much, but leave control to private initiative. The care of the State,
therefore, would only be financial, subject to criteria for subsidies. The criterium
was the requisite desirability of the school to be proven by financial support from
the municipality, province, and private organizations. He proposed to furnish an
amount of ƒ 36.200,- as subsidy to five technical craft schools in 1892 which
would cover 30 to 50 % of their costs . In parliamentary debate, the Minister's112)

proposal was praised. The main criticism regarded the small number of schools
that was subsidized. Heldt's criticism was the conditions for subsidy, which lacked
all system. Tak van Poortvliet answered that more schools could receive State
subsidy in future years, and that all craft schools could receive a State subsidy,
including evening schools, but only as long as they provided vocational education

.113)

Therefore, finally, after several years of debate with different Ministers and
Governments, State subsidy for technical craft schools had become a reality. The
system of State subsidies was preferred to legal regulation. Heldt, the member of
Parliament who had been the most consistent advocate of State support, was
somewhat disappointed in the end. He was pleased with the financial support but
displeased at the lack of legal regulation or systematic criteria concerning
subsidies, and at the limitation of evening schools.
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The educational facilities around 1891Facilities and
participation. During the period of 1863-1891, lower
vocational education for boys consisted of a) the citizen
day schools, b) the technical craft schools, c) the citizen
evening schools incorporating the former schools for
industry, and d) the schools for design . All types of114)

education aimed at the same student population, namely
the future craftsmen. Facilities and participation at evening
schools outweighed daytime education by far. Both schools
for design and citizen evening schools had a steady
number of schools and students during most of this period.
Table 4.4 presents the number of schools and students of
these types of vocational education . Almost all115)

technical craft schools were privately owned. On the
contrary, all citizen day and evening schools were
municipal. Schools for design were municipal or private. A
private school for design usually received a municipal
contribution.
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year
evening education daytime education

Schools for Citizen Citizen day Technical craft
design evening schools schools

schools

school studen school studen school studen school studen
s ts s ts s ts s ts

186 4000   8   550   -   -   1   114
5   ? 32 3339   5 208   2   240
187 35 3477 33 3642   5 330   5   370
0 35 3545 34 3830   4 204   8   630
187 38 3787 38 3847   1   46 15   880
5 43 4174 37 4652   1   51 18 1150
188
0
188
5
189
0

Table 4.4: Number of schools and students
in lower vocational education for boys, 1865-1890

During this period, the technical craft schools increased
in number up to 18, and in students up to around 1150 in
1890 . The main problem for technical craft schools was116)

the financing of the courses. The average costs for a
student were over ƒ 100 a year. The technical craft school
in Rotterdam that had the largest supply of craft training,
had an average annual cost per student of ƒ 170 in 1875

. Only a small part of these costs was paid from the117)

school fees, which varied greatly both between schools,
from free to ƒ 36,-, and within a school, depending on the
parents' income. A global average annual school fee was
between ƒ 5,- and ƒ 10,-. Around one fifth of the students
did not pay school fees because the school did not require
any, or because students were exempt due to their
parents' income . Most schools received income from118)

various sources other than school fees, such as
contributions from the founding organization(s), the
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municipality and the province, gifts from private individuals
and organizations, and sale of school made artefacts .119)

These sources had to be renewed annually. The financial
situation of the craft schools was, therefore, hard. Besides
the financial situation, the craft schools had to confront
problems, such as convincing parents and bosses of these
schools' significance and the limited supply of crafts. The
craft schools also had problems in continuity of students:
around half of the students who had started education
dropped out during the courses. The reasons for drop-out
were the high costs, lack of insight in the value of the
school, and the alternative of a job with income.

The technical craft schools proved to be more
successful than the citizen day schools. In 1890, only one
citizen day school remained, namely in Leeuwarden
(founded in 1868, closed in 1904). Other citizen day
schools have existed in Groningen (1866-1882), The
Hague (1866-1884), Utrecht (1868-1879), and Amsterdam
(1868-1883). The schools had 330 students altogether at
the most.

The contents. The programs of the technical craft
schools changed during this period. Initially, a distinction
existed between combined theoretical and practical
schools, that is, schools repeating and extending on
subjects from primary education, especially arithmetics,
and practical schools, that is, schools with only craft
oriented education. Students at a practical technical craft
school received further general education from the local
citizen evening school. Some technical craft schools had
separate evening schools . The distinction gradually lost120)

its significance. Practical schools incorporated theoretical
subjects into their program such as arithmetics, mechanics,
science, and chemistry . Around 1890, all technical121)

craft schools had a combined theoretical and practical
program. Almost everywhere, the duration of the course
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was three years.
The technical craft schools also extended their courses

in another direction. Originally, the main courses were
building or woodwork and metal work. The schools
gradually included training for more crafts. Due to these
changes, the schools' programs showed great variations,
however, the combination of craft theory and practice
remained as their common feature. The specialities present
in 1890 are known for 15 of the 18 technical craft
schools. At all locations, carpentry was taught, in eight
schools also cabinet-making, and in seven schools painting.
A second main direction was metal. In all but two places,
smithery was taught, in all but two places combined with
turning (although sometimes only turning of wood), in four
places one could be trained as a fitter, and in one place
also as a plater . In 1892, 31,3 % of all students had122)

chosen carpentry, 43,8 % smithery and other metalwork,
11,2 % cabinet-making, and 12,6 % painting .123)

The citizen day schools only had theoretical subjects. In
time, the number of subjects and the level at which they
were offered were reduced. The citizen day schools did not
fulfil the original expectation of a theoretical course for
future craftsmen. Evening schools had adjusted their
educational program even more so than day schools. In the
end, they were little more than the original schools for
industry. The schools for design remained a significant
type of evening education. These schools had taken an
opposite direction from the citizen evening schools and had
extended their program in a more theoretical way.
Therefore, the differences between citizen evening schools
on the one hand, and schools for design on the other, had
gradually decreased. The possible subjects at the citizen
evening schools around 1890 were: arithmetics and/or
calculation, science and chemistry, mechanics and
technology, drawing and linear drawing, supplemented by
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general subjects such as Dutch, geography, and history.
Large variations between schools occurred. The subjects
given at schools for design consisted of various forms of
drawing, often supplemented with courses such as
geometry, arithmetics, and science . Design education124)

was divided according to level and tasks. Besides the
ordinary schools for design, five academies for design or
arts and a State Academy for the arts for design existed,
the former second and third class academies for design.
Furthermore, a State school for applied arts and a State
normal school for drawing teachers had been established.
The latter particularly had a higher level than the ordinary
schools for design.

CORRESPONDENCE DIVERSITY

EXTERNA Craft schools mainly Other trades than metal and
L / providing building and building trade had hardly any
SOCIAL- metal courses opportunity for daytime courses
CULTURA Evening schools Regional variations depending on
L allowing combination local economy

of daytime work and
theoretical evening
courses

INTERNAL Citizen schools: Choice between daytime and
/ theoretical subjects evening education
LOGICAL only Distinction between citizen schools

Technical craft with theoretical courses and craft
schools: combination schools and schools for design with
of theoretical and courses with more practical
practical subjects relevance

Initial distinction between
theoretical and practical craft
schools and only practical schools
Weak distinction according to level
between schools and academies for
design

Scheme 4.1: Characteristics of the contents
of lower daytime technical education around 1891
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InterpretationFirst, this section discusses the issues
which were at stake during this period. Second, the main
activities are summarized and interpreted. Third, the
consequences of the results of the activities are regarded
as changes in the structural characteristics. Finally,
interaction and structural change are related.

The issues. The most important issue was the viability
of a specific option for lower vocational education. Several
times during the seventies, the disadvantages of training at
the work place compared to a situation of formal school
education were discussed . As almost no-one argued125)

against formal education, discussion soon led to the
conclusion that training at the work place only was not
sufficient. Although the alternative of the apprenticeship
system was advocated by some groups in the eighties,
such a system was till then not a realistic option. As a
result, formal vocational education in schools was desired.

The subsequent question was the preferable type of
education: daytime or evening education. On the one hand,
evening education had the disadvantage that it was
attended after working hours, which was very burdensome
for young people. On the other hand, daytime education
had the disadvantage of high costs for the organizing
party, and both school fees and delay of income for the
student. In practice, this discussion was settled by the
supply of educational facilities on the one hand, and the
demand for a specific type of education on the other. As
a result, both evening and daytime education expanded,
although attendance of evening education was most
significant.

As long as daytime education was preferred, the
question was which option was preferred: the citizen day
school or the technical craft school. The citizen day
schools did not prove to be viable for both lack of official
support, and a mismatch between contents of courses and
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actual demand. The technical craft schools were criticized
because practice could be learned better at the work place.
Moreover, the craft schools only trained for a limited
number of trades. Other points of criticism did not concern
the contents of the courses, but practical points, such as
the high costs and the artefacts made at school. Although
not supported by formal regulations, the technical craft
schools were able to succeed and expand.

An underlying issue was the relation between theory
and practice in evening and daytime education. The citizen
day schools only had theoretical subjects and the craft
schools a combination of theory and practice. The citizen
day schools were criticized for their extensive and
theoretical program regardless of the intended population's
need . As far as students were interested in a126)

theoretical course, they had the higher citizen school as a
good alternative. The technical craft school provided a
combination of practice and theory that was better related
to professional practice. In several cities, a craft school co-
operated with an evening school for the theoretical
courses. In time, the craft schools provided the theoretical
subjects themselves. Although various combinations of
theory and practice appeared among the technical craft
schools, in time their courses became more similar. The
issue of degree and extent of theory was also relevant in
evening vocational education. The citizen evening school's
program was criticized for its extensive and theoretical
character. Several authors argued in vain for State
adjustment of this program . In time, the citizen evening127)

school acquired a more adequate and less pretentious
program enabled by the right of municipalities to adjust the
educational programs. On the other hand, schools for
design were praised for the extensive attention they gave
to drawing. The schools for design included some extra
theoretical subjects. In time, the sharp distinction between
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the two types of education became less severe.
A side issue was the position of technical craft schools

in relation to other types of vocational education. After the
failure of citizen day schools, no alternative type of
daytime vocational education was present. The
apprenticeship system was not yet a realistic option.
Evening education, either schools for design or citizen
evening schools, was not any competition either. It had
courses without any practice, and aimed at a different
group of youth, namely those who already had a job. In
evening education, some schools were elaborated on a
higher level, but without any consequences for craft
schools.

The more principal issue was the relation between
official and private initiative. Initially, the State had at least
formally supported the citizen day schools. After the
decline of these schools, the State refrained willingly from
involvement with vocational education excepting a number
of schools on a higher level and of national significance. In
the mean time, private initiative accomplished the spread
of technical craft schools, often with the support of local
authorities. During the debate on the role of the State in
vocational education, both sides used arguments that did
not convince the other party. The Ministers used
arguments, such as unlawfulness (the law did not provide
for State support to schools which were not legally
regulated), and inadvisability (the limited number of crafts).
The other side used arguments, such as usefulness
(against training at the work place, not in favour of a
combination of work and evening education, and in favour
of a combined theoretical and practical education), and
jurisprudence (other schools educating for a specific trade
already received State support). The debate was concluded
in 1891: State subsidies were made possible according to
the subsidy system. No legal regulations were yet
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proposed on the basis of the argument of non-interference
with private initiative.

The interaction. The activities employed in the
interaction with regard to the issues have been
distinguished according to corporate and primary action.
Scheme 4.2 lists the main types of corporate actors from
the point of view of lower daytime technical education,
that is the technical craft schools.

During the period 1863-1891, the main type of activity
was external transaction. Departments of organizations,
such as the Society for Industry, the Association for
Manufactural and Craft Industry, the Society for Public
Welfare, and the General Association of Dutch Workers,
co-operated with local organizations of bosses and workers
in the foundation and maintenance of technical craft
schools.
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TYPE OF DEGREE
ACTIVITY

political Act of 1863 concerning citizen schools for the
manipulation common people

political Foundation of State schools for drawing teachers
transaction and applied arts

external Private organizations, municipalities and provinces
transaction contributing locally to foundation and maintenance

external pressure exhibitions etc.
administrative Private organizations appealing for State support
 manipulation of craft schools
administrative Advices from inspectors of secondary education
initiation

internal initiation craft schools, implying dispensation for a citizen

professional Schools adjusting their programs (inclusion of
pressure theoretical subjects, more practical trades)

Letter from the Minister in 1873 refusing State
support for craft schools

Parliament and Minister deciding to give financial
support to technical craft schools in 1891

of craft and evening schools
Private organizations organizing prize contests,

Advice of inspector Steyn Parvé to found technical

day school

Boersma and others arguing for State support of
craft schools

Scheme 4.2: Degree of presence of interest groups'
activities

The municipalities, representing local forces, and therefore
viewed as an external group just as the provinces, were at
certain times the initiating party, but they were mostly
involved in giving financial support. The provinces could
give financial contributions as well. Departments of the
Society for Public Welfare also maintained schools for
design. The support formerly given by the Society for
Industry to the schools for industry was taken over by
municipalities in the foundation and maintenance of citizen
evening schools. The main role of external transaction was
complemented by internal initiation. Professionals were
engaged in providing vocational education and their
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activities resulted in an expansion of this type of
education, both by extending the program with theoretical
courses and by training in more trades than those of the
building trade and metal industry. The use of pressure or
manipulation of political power was less significant during
this period. It was present in a negative manner as the
State refused support for a long time with reference to the
Secondary Education Act, and because of the responsibility
of private initiative. By allowing dispensation for the
foundation of citizen day schools, the State partly
facilitated their failure, and made room for other initiatives.
Before long, the inspector of secondary education, Steyn
Parvé, found that the citizen schools did not reach the
intended population and, consequently, he supported the
foundation of a number of local technical craft schools.
Increasingly, private organizations and professionals
requested State support for craft schools, especially after
these schools had proven to be a success, and the State
had supported certain other vocational schools. These
requests were not co-ordinated, and no massive movement
was established to reach this goal. Only in 1891 the
Government's reserve was abandoned. This change was
realized by both parliamentarians and the Minister, and
mostly by politicians associated with craft schools or
organizations supporting these schools.

Besides corporate actors, primary actors have been
significant in some instances. The options available to
primary actors at the beginning of this period were
manifold. They varied from work without subsequent
education, daytime work with an evening course (a school
for design or a citizen evening school), to delay of work
and daytime education instead (a craft school or a citizen
day school). However, not all types of education were
available in the local situation. The primary actors' motives
were related to the costs and benefits of the available
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options. Next to the costs stood direct financial costs in
the form of school fees, indirect financial costs in the form
of postponed income, and some times immaterial costs in
the form of extra effort in studying at an evening school
while having a daytime job. The school fees amounted to
a maximum of ƒ 12,- a year at the citizen day school .128)

The technical craft schools had a very diversified system
of school fees. Great differences existed between schools
and between students at one school depending on the
parents' income. Most schools did not request more than
ƒ 6,- a year, some of them asked up to ƒ 16,- in standard,
and some demanded even more from the rich parents.
However, many students received free vocational
education, paid for by funds and donations. In cities with
both a citizen day school and a craft school, no great
differences occurred in the amount of school fees. The
costs for evening schools were less than for day schools.
The citizen evening schools had a school fee that varied
from nothing to ƒ 10,-, with an average of around ƒ 5,- a
year. The schools for design had a school fee of only a few
guilders and were usually cheaper than the citizen evening
schools. The payment of school fees was significant
compared to the family expenses . The indirect financial129)

costs from postponement of the moment of income
depended on the duration of the course. Most types of
education had a courses' duration of two years, while the
technical craft schools usually had three year courses. As
appeared from the high rate of school drop-out during the
year, the problem of the indirect financial costs was quite
significant .130)

Up against the costs stood the presumable benefits.
These benefits were derived from the job perspectives
provided by education for a specific working practice. As
the majority of the youth had only attended primary
education, and as education at the work place had no
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value at all, any additional education provided a surplus.
The citizen day and evening schools gave theoretical
courses which were remote to any working practice.
Compared to the higher citizen schools, they fell short of
level. Compared to craft schools and schools for design,
they fell short of practical value. The schools for design
had the advantage of a few theoretical subjects with a
more direct relation to working practice. Compared to the
citizen evening schools, they had few subjects experienced
as an unnecessary theoretical ballast. The technical craft
schools had the advantage of combined theoretical and
practical lessons, the theoretical lessons given either at the
technical craft school itself or at a citizen evening school.
The practical value of this type of education was even
higher than that of the schools for design as working
practice was exercised without time and product pressure.
Reportedly, the students from the technical craft school
became well-qualified and well-paid workers .131)

The evaluation of the costs and benefits tended to be
in favour of the more practically oriented courses, namely
the craft school as a form of daytime education and the
schools for design as a form of evening education.
However, little pressure existed in following any kind of
vocational education. Most boys took on work after
primary education, therefore, the disadvantage of not
choosing subsequent vocational education was relatively
small, while the advantage of direct income was more than
welcome. The actual choices of the primary actors signified
the failure of the citizen day schools and the gradual rise of
attendance at the technical craft schools. Evening
education was attended better than daytime education.
Schools for design and citizen evening schools were
attended almost equally well. This was largely a result of
decisions on the side of the supplying parties. In most
cases, only one of these two types of education was
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available. The increase in overall attendance of vocational
education, however, was limited. During this period, the
majority of young people chose neither of these types of
education.

Primary action was slightly more important compared to
the former period. For instance, it contributed to the failure
of the citizen day schools and the success of the technical
craft schools. However, corporate action remained the
dominant type of activity. The supply of educational
facilities conditioned the demand of primary actors to a
great extent.

The system characteristics. The changes of the system
of technical education between 1863 and 1891 have been
interpreted with the system characteristics. These
characteristics have been discussed according to the three
levels of relations. The first significant type of relation is
the system's relation to social institutions, particularly the
State and the economy. By means of an act in 1863, the
State had established citizen day and evening schools
which had to be maintained by the municipalities.
However, most municipalities called for the legal possibility
of dispensation, and the Government co-operated quite
willingly in granting this dispensation. In the early
seventies, the State acknowledged the failure of the
original intentions, but refrained from taking steps to adjust
legislation. Furthermore, the municipalities made an
extensive use of the freedom the act had given them to
adjust the list of subjects, especially in the case of the
evening schools, leading to a less thorough education than
had originally been intended. At the start, citizen schools
were well-linked to the State, however, in time and with
apparent consent from the State, the actual contents of
this link proved to be void. The schools for design and the
craft schools had hardly any relation with the State. They
received contributions from the local and regional
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authorities, but were neglected by the State. This was
acknowledged by the Minister in 1873. Around 1880,
State involvement increased slightly: the schools and
academies for design received a small subsidy and State
schools for drawing teachers and applied arts were
founded. The craft schools were then still exempt. Only in
1891 did the role of the State change. On insistence of
some parliamentarians, and with consent of the Minister,
technical craft schools could receive State subsidies as of
1892.

A stronger relation existed between technical education
and the economic sector . However, this relation132)

appeared mainly at the local level. Local departments of
national organizations of industrialists, bosses and other
private individuals, and local organizations initiated and
maintained craft schools. They had direct influence on the
courses taught at the school. Initially, the courses only
prepared students for the building trade and metal industry.
The larger technical craft schools offered more courses. In
time, these schools were followed by other schools.
However, the two sectors remained the most important
ones.

The second important type of relation is that to the
educational system. The citizen day and evening schools
had been regulated in the Secondary Education Act and
were linked to other types of theoretical secondary
education, mostly with regard to their intention and their
subjects. Nevertheless, many complaints arose regarding
the insufficient pre-education of the students in practice.
Craft schools aimed at roughly the same student
population as the citizen day schools. While the latter was
regulated by law, the former was left unregulated. Craft
education hardly had any relation to other parts of the
educational system. Although craft education was meant
to be attended after having completed primary education,
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neither such a rule nor a formal minimum of age existed.
Initially, a relation was made between a practical craft
school and a local citizen evening school in some cities. In
that case, the evening school provided the theoretical
courses the craft school could not offer itself. Such a
relation was only temporary, as in time most practical
schools started to offer the theoretical subjects
themselves. Craft education for boys was followed by craft
schools for girls also on the initiative of private
organizations.

The internal relations of technical education consisted
first of distinctions between the various types of
education, such as daytime and evening education. In
daytime education, local differences were great. A
distinction existed between only theoretical education and
theoretical and practical education related to work practice.
The internal relations also regarded education for the
purpose of a specific type of craft. As vocational education
had been initiated and established at a local level, little
correspondence existed at a national level. Most technical
craft schools had a three year course, and provided
courses for the building trade and the metal industry. This
correspondence was more a result of following the
example of already established schools than regulation or
mutual agreement. In vocational education, a distinction
according to level could scarcely be made: only a training
school for mechanical engineers in Amsterdam had a
somewhat higher level. The poly-technical school in Delft
provided technical education at a much higher level. In
design education, such a distinction occurred between
schools on the one hand and the academies and State
schools on the other.

At the end of this period, daytime technical education
had developed more clearly in relation to evening
education. Also, a level of lower technical education was
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more clearly recognized in daytime technical education.
The facilities for lower daytime technical education
consisted almost only of the technical craft schools.
Therefore, it is concluded that a system of lower daytime
technical education consisting of the craft schools has
developed. Scheme 4.3 summarizes and compares the
structural relations of this system.

level/relati CORRESPONDENCE DIVERSITY
on

ENVIRONME No relation with the State Local differences
NT until 1891 Mainly building trade and

Relation to local economy metal industry

EDUCATION No relation, at some places Competition with citizen
AL SYSTEM temporary relation with a day school or evening

citizen evening school courses at the local level

SUBSYSTEM Usually 3-year course Local differences between
OF LOWER Usually courses for the a) practical and
TECHNICAL building trade and metal theoretical-practical
EDUCATION industry education and b) the

Hardly any distinction practical courses offered
according to level

Scheme 4.3: Structural characteristics of technical craft
education

The relations of the system of lower technical daytime
education with the environment and the internal system
relations were more strongly developed than the relations
with the educational system. The relations of diversity
were more pronounced than the relations of
correspondence. On the whole, the structural
characteristics of the system of lower technical daytime
education were not yet well elaborated. The system was a
relatively independent system, barely related to the existing
educational system.

Conclusion. Between 1863 and 1891, technical
education had changed profoundly. In 1863, it had
consisted almost entirely of evening education, either
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schools for design or schools for industry, and with the
perspective of citizen day and evening schools. In 1891,
the schools for industry were dissolved and citizen day
schools had failed. Instead, technical craft schools, only
present in one city in 1863, vastly expanded next to
schools for design and citizen evening schools. At the end
of this period, a system of lower technical daytime
education had been established, consisting of the technical
craft schools. In the rise of this system, two principal
developments had occurred. The first was the failure of
citizen day schools and the success of technical craft
schools as daytime education for future craftsmen. The
second was the recognition of State responsibility for the
latter schools in 1891.

The failure of citizen day schools was the result of a
combination of factors. Local authorities had to maintain
these schools besides other types of education. For both
local and national authorities, citizen day schools had less
priority in comparison to other types of education, such as
the higher citizen schools. The education of the middle
classes continued to be more important than the education
of the craftsmen. The Government had explicitly opposed
practical subjects in formal education. At the same time,
the intended citizen day school was not adequate. It
provided theoretical education that did not co-incide with
the intended group's needs. Actual attendance at the five
schools was low. On the other hand, private initiative was
willing to invest time, energy, and particularly finances in
the foundation of technical craft schools. Departments of
several national associations and local organizations co-
operated and established a total of 18 schools at the end
of this period. Initially, all funds were raised by private
initiative supplemented by school fees. As the school fees
were relatively low and many students were even
exempted from paying fees, private financial contributions
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were significant. When these schools proved to be viable,
local authorities were often more willing to support these
schools financially. In due time, the State, urged by several
private organizations and individuals, also was willing to
support these schools with subsidies. The apprenticeship
system, although advocated by some groups and
individuals, did not take hold during this period. The State
remained aloof and private parties needed enforcement of
the system to make it successful. The situation at the start
of this period had been in favour of citizen day schools.
However, the conditioning effects had not yet been very
strong, and citizen day schools failed, while private
initiative was able to establish schools of its own.

Many factors influenced the change in the
Government's attitude towards support for technical craft
schools in 1891. First, the number of technical craft
schools rose just as their number of students and the costs
of their maintenance. This type of education had proved its
value, and could no longer be neglected. Second, several
main national organizations argued for State support or
legislation, as for instance the Society for Industry in 1872
and the Society for Architecture in 1886. Third, the
Constitution was re-interpreted, allowing State subsidy to
private schools. At first, this principle applied to private
denominational primary schools in 1889. All the same, it
was valid for private vocational schools. Fourth, in 1888,
the political relations had changed profoundly. The
denominational parties acquired government power and the
Liberals were no longer hindered by these responsibilities.
Fifth, the new 1889 Act on Primary Education had settled
a major point in the school issue, so that other types of
education could receive more attention. The social issue
can also be considered as an important explanation for the
expansion of the technical craft schools. It has been
suggested that the support for craft schools in the 1870's
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and for the apprenticeship system in the 1880's was a
result of the enterprising class wanting to keep working
class youth under control . Although this line of133)

reasoning might have been correct with respect to some
individuals, it cannot be proven that this fear was decisive,
and neither can it explain the specific result, namely a craft
school combining theoretical and practical courses.

To a large extent, the effects of the discussions and
subsequent actions of interested parties were unintended
to a large extent. The failure of the citizen day schools was
hardly intended by any party. However, the little demand
for this type of education, and the high costs for
municipalities to found such a school amounted to a
national failure. Furthermore, the adjustments in evening
education (citizen evening schools and schools for design
moving towards each other) were merely a result of
accumulation of local developments. The expansion of the
technical craft schools was intended by several parties,
although many of them had doubts and preferred an
apprenticeship alongside or instead of craft schools. As a
consequence, the decision of 1891 to grant State subsidies
to technical craft schools was a compromise between no
involvement at all and a full legal regulation.

Around 1891, the former system of technical education
had developed, and a separate system of lower technical
daytime education had come about. This system was
hardly attached to the general educational system. It was
a system on its own with relations to the environment and
internal relations of which the relations of diversity were
the most prominent. The system, therefore, was rather a
decentralized one. The relatively autonomous and
decentralized character of the system of lower daytime
technical education corresponded to the procedure of the
technical craft schools' origins, namely by private initiative
and without any State support until 1891. As the system
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was not yet well-developed, its existence and further
elaboration are likely to be subject of much interaction in
the future.


